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Product Overview

The CMP6010 controller is a member of Conviron’s new 
CMP6000 series control system and was developed to 
provide programming simplicity and control performance. 
It is available for use on our new Adaptis line and also on 
chambers whose control requirements can be achieved with 
the smaller CMP6010 model. 

Programming, scheduling and alarming are based on simple 
pull down menu logic using a keypad and displayed on an 
aesthetically pleasing and easy to read semi-graphic LCD 
interface. Set points and actual conditions are displayed with 
large characters for easy viewing.   

Programming is set in real-time on a 24-hour cycle and 
includes 'stepped' set-point functionality for all controlled 
parameters. Using a simple and intuitive scheduling 
technique, programs can be scheduled to run a single cycle, 
multiple cycles with up to 99 repeats, or they can be set to run 
indefinitely for long-term experiments.

Log Data

Data management is an optional feature for the CMP6010 
that works in such a way as to capture the data every 18 
seconds. This includes every input and output parameter being 
monitored and controlled. This 18-second frequency provides 
very high data resolution which is available to Users and service 
personnel from any network-connected PC.

Graphic User Interface

The local display uses a monochromatic screen with LED back 
lighting. Interaction with the local display is via a six-button 
keypad. Characters use a large font for easy viewing.

Scheduling

Scheduling is performed by developing a table of up to 8 
programs along with the desired number of repetitions for 
each program. This provides a much more effective and a 
much simpler scheduling method.

Alarms

The CMP6010 employs factory-set visual and audible 
alarms as well as User-set temperature and relative humidity 
protection alarms. Also available is the Alarm history – last 15 
alarm events.
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